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Student Senate Discusses 
Homecoming Dance Plans
MONDAY NIGHT’S Student Senate meeting dealt 
w ith  a number of topics in a relatively swift and business­
like manner. The Homecoming committee announced that 
it was working with the Special
Projects committee in exploring 
the possibility of having a 
“name” band such as Count 
Basie or Woody Herman or any 
one of several others to play for 
the Homecoming dance next fall.
IF THE dance was arranged, 
student couples would be charged 
two dollars and other couples five 
dollars. By arranging it through 
the Special Projects committee, 
the $250 discount promised by the 
booking agent could help pay for 
the dance.
It was explained that if the 
dance had a “name” band, the 
regular Homecoming concert 
usually arranged by the Special 
Projects committee would not 
take place. The matter was pre­
sented to the representatives to 
refer to their constituents for 
consideration. If there is a con­
sensus of approval, further ef­
forts will be made to secure a 
band.
Ron Cobley and Emmy Olson 
were the sole petitioners for the 
chairmanship of the Social com­
mittee, and the Senate elected 
them to that position. They pro­
pose to continue the present so­
cial activities such as the Prom, 
the Turnabout dance, and they 
wish to add a number of new 
events to the social calendar.
AMONG these would be a post­
rush party for the freshmen 
which would provide buses to the 
College Inn, a party at the “41 
Bowl,” and possibly a toboggan 
party. They described their pro­
gram as “flexible enough to meet
Mitchell Trio 
Arrives Soon
The Mitchell Trio, said to “sing 
their minds” in folk song and 
satire, will present a concert on 
May 26 at 8 p.m. in the Chapel.
The trio, composed of John 
Denver, Joe Frazier and Mike 
Kobluk, musically expresses it­
self in terms of contemporary 
feeling and thought.
As a consequence, the trio has 
created headlines across the coun­
try with its much praised and 
much banned recording of “The 
John Birch Society.”
Also raising controversy have 
been its “Ole Miss” and “Neo- 
Nazi” satires, which highlight 
their hit Mercury album “Singing 
Our Mind.”
Besides their fun with satire„ 
the trio rounds out its repertoire 
with pleas for peace, tolerance 
and good will.
Special projects committee ur­
ges support for the concert. The 
trio members recognize their 
“obligation as performers” and 
“constantly strive for the perfec­
tion of their form.”
Schutte Contributes 
To Text on Warren
William M. Schutte, Lucia R. 
Briggs professor of English, is 
the author of an article in a new 
volume of criticism titled “Rob­
ert Penn Warren’s ‘All the King’s 
Men’: A Critical Handbook.”
The volume is edited by Mau­
rice Beebe and Leslie A. Field of 
Purdue university and was pub­
lished in April by the Wadsworth 
publishing company.
the spontaneous social needs of 
the Lawrence students.”
BRUCE BROWN proposed an 
amendment to the bylaws which 
would provide for an absence to 
be counted against any Senate 
representative who left a session 
before it had been adjourned un­
less he had previously obtained 
the permission of one of the of­
ficers.
The discussion was not heated 
and no telling points were made 
by either side of the issue. The 
amendment was proposed as a 
means to keep representatives 
from “drifting away” from meet­
ings; but there was some dispute 
as to whether or not a problem 
really existed, and if it did, 
whether or not the amendment 
was a good way of solving it.
WHEN the amendment finally 
came to a vote the Senate stood 
21 to 11 in favor of the change. 
However, since a two-thirds ma­
jority is required to amend and 
the vote represented only about 
65 per cent, the motion failed.
There was some discussion as 
to whether or not the registrar 
should or could put the names of 
professors who will be leaving 
on sabbatical in the bulletin so 
that students may plan their 
schedules accordingly. Dean Ven- 
derbush remarked that this might 
meet with some faculty opposi­
tion if it were taken to indicate 
that students were enrolling for 
professors rather than courses.
Ultimat e 1 y, the consensus 
seemed to be that there were 
enough valid reasons to know 
which professors will be gone as 
early as the information is avail­
able; and it was recommended 
that if the registrar could include 
the information, she should.
JOHN GRANDIN called for a 
clarification of the role of the 
Executive committee in recruit­
ing and encouraging applicants 
for committee chairmanships, but 
President Criag Harris ascribed 
Grandin’s inquiry to misinforma­
tion and asked that he discuss it 
with him following the meeting.
Announcements for the evening 
included the fact that petitions 
are still being accepted for Ariel 
editor, the Student-facuity com­
mittee on student affairs, and the 
President’s committee. In addi­
tion, it was announced that Jay 
Mancini and Dean Morton will 
hold the annual calendar meet­
ing at 4:30 on Thursday, May 19, 
in the Union.
Richards Will Talk 
On Oceanography
Francis A. Richards, professor 
of Oceonography at the University 
of Washington, will talk on 
“Oceanography - Science of the 
Sea” at 4:30 p.m. Monday, May 
16 in Youngchild hall.
Richards received his Ph.D. in 
chemistry from the University of 
Washington in 1950 and served as 
a chemical oceanographer at the 
Woods Hole Oceanography institu­
tion.
His research interests include 
plankton particles, analysis of sea 
water, chemical processes and 
distributions in the oceans and 
oxygen deficient and anoxis mar­
ine environments.
M iss Tibbetts Crowns New Queen 
For Lawrence M ay Day Festival
IN  THE 59th ceremonial 
betts, the 1965 queen, placed 
cessor, Banner Kalbfus.
SERVING as maid of honor for 
the traditional Mother’s day fes­
tivities w’as Nan Tully. Misses 
Margaret Cornelison, Sue Eaton, 
Peggy Fuller, Sheila Pcrnot and 
Kathy Wilson were attendants to 
the May court.
Misses Sheila Adenwalla and 
Mackay Schneider, serving as 
flower girls, led the procession 
to the May pole where the mem­
bers of the court performed the 
classic dance.
Included on the May day pro­
gram were the Lawrence Concert 
choir, directed by Miss Mari 
Taniguchi, instructor in music, 
and a performance of the “High­
land Fling” by members of Kap­
pa Alpha Theta, winners of the 
annual Folk Dance festival.
LAWRENCE coeds and women 
members of the faculty and ad-
Wilde Writes Article 
About Camilo Torres
Alexander W. Wilde, a Law­
rence alumnus in the class of
1962, authored the article “Death 
of a Rebel Priest,” dealing with 
Camilo Torres, which appeared 
in a recent issue of the Common­
weal magazine.
The article was based on re­
search Wilde did last summer in 
Colombia under a Ford founda­
tion metropolitan summer field 
training program grant.
He is at present a Kent Fel­
low and a student of Latin Amer­
ican affairs doing graduate work 
in political science at Columbia 
university. After graduating Phi 
Beta Kappa from Lawrence, 
Wilde studied at Keble college, 
Oxford university on a Marshall 
scholarship, and was also named 
recipient of a Woodrow Wilson 
grant.
SEE PAGE 2
for report of President Tarr’s
forum with students.
crowning of the Lawrence 
a crown of flowers and a
ministrative staffs, who were 
honored during the festivities, 
were each presented with a car­
nation by the May queen.
The May court was honored at 
a tea, held in the Union, after the 
program. The Lawrence Singers, 
directed by LaVahn Maeseh, pre­
sented a concert.
Miss Kalbfus has been a can­
didate for Homecoming queen 
for the past three years and has 
served as recording secretary of 
Kappa Alpha Theta.
MISS TULLY, who came to 
Lawrence from Milwaukee-Down- 
er college, has served as house 
chairman for Delta Gamma, is 
a member of Orchesis and has 
also been a candidate for Home­
coming queen.
Miss Cornelison has served as 
president of Pi Beta Phi and as 
membership chairman of Sigma 
Alpha Iota, music sorority. She 
has worked on the make-up crew 
of Lawrence Opera theatre and 
sung in the Lawrence Concert 
choir and the “Messiah” chorus. 
She was senior secretary-treasur- 
er of Colman hall this year and 
was a counselor of freshman 
women during her junior year.
A member of Mortar Board, 
national women’s honorary, and 
Phi Beta Kappa, Miss Eaton has 
served as treasurer and president 
of Kappa Alpha Theta. She has 
served on several Student Sen­
ate committees, as a counselor 
of freshman women, and received 
the Latin League of Wisconsin 
citation.
MISS FULLER has served as 
president of Delta Gamma.
Miss Pernot is a member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta. Miss Pernot 
is a member of the Lawrence 
Singers and has sung in the 
“Messiah” chorus and in several 
Lawrence Opera Theatre produc­
tions. She has also served on the 
President’^ committee and on the 
New Student Week committee.
Miss Wilson, also a member of 
Kappa Alpha Theta, has served 
as a cheerleader and co-chair-
May Queen Miss Jane Tib- 
robe of royalty on her suc-
man of the Pep committee, as 
social chairman of her dormitory 
and as a member of the Home*
coming court. In addition, she is 
a member of Aqua-Fin.
Faculty to Consider 
Hell Week Abolition
The final version of a resolu­
tion to end Hell Week activities 
will be voted on by the faculty 
at its scheduled meeting on May 
20.
According to Francis L. Broder­
ick, dean of Lawrence and Down­
er colleges, discussion of Hell 
Week procedures among campus 
fraternity chapters arose in the 
Committee on Administration be­
cause of common knowledge 
among faculty members of re­
cent infringements of Inter-fra­
ternity council rules.
A “spontaneous” resolution pro­
posing the permanent abolition of 
pre-initiation activities during the 
pledge period of the six frater­
nities emerged from the com­
mittee. This resolution did not 
represent and “executive action” 
on the part of the committee, but 
instead was a recommendation 
to the faculty, said Broderick.
The committee met with repre­
sentatives of the IFC to discuss 
the resolution and its possible 
effects. Broderick, as chairman of 
the committee, appointed a fac­
ulty subcommittee of three to re­
write the resolution to iasure its 
accuracy of representation of 
committee sentiment.
The committee accepted the re­
vised version and Broderick met 
again with the IFC representa­
tives. After that meeting a “more 
precise” statement was written 
and accepted by the committee. 
The final step for the resolution 
will be determined by the fac­
ulty.
LAW REN CE’S 1966 May queen and her counrt are (1. to r.) Margaret Cornelison, 
Kathy Wilson, Sheila Pernot, queen Banner Kalbfus, maid of honor Nan Tully, l ’cggy 
Fuller and Sue Eaton,
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Wenzlaas to Show 
Slides on Pakistan
“Life in Pakistan” is the title 
of a public slide-lecture presenta­
tion to be given at 8 p.m. Tues­
day, May 17, in room 161 of Law­
rence University’s Youngchild 
hall.
The program is planned by 
Thomas E. Wenzlau, associate 
professor of economics, and his 
wife as a benefit to aid the Un­
ited Christian hospital, Lahore, 
West Pakistan. Monetary con­
tributions for the hospital will be 
accepted, however, there will be 
no admission charge for the pro­
gram.
The Lawrence couple’s know­
ledge of Pakistan results from a 
recent 10-month leave spent in 
Lahore. Wenzlau taught there in 
the Civil Service academy under 
a Fulbright-Hays fellowship, and 
also lectured at the Forman 
Christian college, associated with 
the University of the Punjab.
Tuesday’s program will offer 
scenes and descriptions of Pak­
istani villages, the “old city” of 
Lahore, and the extremes of pov­
erty and affluence which charac­
terize the new republic.
Eileen Neau to Play 
Senior Piano Recital
Eileen Neau will give her sen­
ior piano recital on Monday at
8 p.m. in Harper hall. She is 
from the studio of Theodore Rehl 
and is a candidate for the degree 
of bachelor of music, majoring 
in piano.
Miss Neau will play works by 
Beethoven, C h o p i n ,  Debussy, 
Haydn and Liszt.
PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE 
NAMES ’66 ’67 OFFICERS 
The new officers are Carol 
Balkin, president; Mike Last, 
vice-president; Joan Gillespie, 
secretary; Jon Cooper, treas­
urer; and Martin Akor, co-or­
dinating chairman
Tarr Comments on New Calendar, 
Overseas Campus, Term System
LAST W EDNESDAY evening Lawrence’s president, C urtis W. I arr, spoke and 
answered questions from an audience of about 75 in the lounge of the Union. During 
the course of the evening Tarr replied to questions concerning the proposed overseas 
campus, calendar changes, the
Grew To Present 
Recital Sunday
A newcomer to the Conserva­
tory faculty, organist John Grew 
will present a public recital at
4 p.m. Sunday in the Chapel.
Grew, appointed instructor in 
music for the third term this 
year in the absence of faculty 
members Clyde and Miriam 
Clapp Duncan, is teacher of or­
gan, harpsichord and piano.
His program consists of: Sig- 
uense Tres glosas sobre el Canto 
Llano de La Immaculada Con­
cepcion, by Correa de Arauxo; 
Variations on “Mein junges Leben 
hat ein End," by Sweelinck; Pre­
lude, Fugue and Chaconne in C 
Major, and Chorale Fantasia 
“Wie schon leuchtet der Mor­
genstern,” by Buxtehude.
Grew will also play Voluntary 
for the Cornet Stop, by Stanley; 
Concerto in A minor (after Vi­
valdi), by Bach; Sonata I (1937), 
by Hindemith; and Chorale in A 
minor, by Cesar Franck.
Recently, he has been engaged 
in a graduate program at the 
University of Michigan studying 
organ under Marilyn Mason. He 
has completed course work to­
ward his master’s degree.
He has received a number of 
scholarships, and in 1961 was 
named an honorary Woodrow 
Wilson fellow.
■  A M L E T O N  STATE BANK
Member FD IC  and Valley Bancorporation
term system versus the semester 
system, social regulations, grad­
uate courses, future changes 
foreseen for the Appleton cam­
pus, the quality of the faculty, 
the quality of the student body, 
and a new track for the athletic 
department.
BEFORE beginning the eve­
ning’s diverse assortment of 
questions, Tarr spoke briefly on 
the campus in Europe and pos­
sible changes in the school calen­
dar.
He said that tentative plans are 
for the European campus to be 
staffed with Lawrence professors 
and to offer standard Lawrence 
courses. The program will be 
aimed primarily at sophomore- 
level students who will spend two 
terms, one of which may be a 
summer term, at the campus. 
The campus will probably oper­
ate on a year round basis.
While the faculty has not yet 
voted on a specific plan, Tarr 
feels they would favor a program 
open to the general student rath­
er than any specific part of the 
academic community. Tarr sees 
the European campus as a means 
of exposing Lawrence students to 
a different culture and environ­
ment, “taking the blinders off.”
HE SA1I) that he feels the fu­
ture will be a time when the 
“home town outlook” of most of 
the Lawrence students will no 
longer be typical and that the 
university should make an ef­
fort to prepare them for the fu­
ture in this area.
On the subject of the school 
calendar, Tarr said that there is 
a proposal, which will probably 
become effective in 1967-68, to 
start school earlier in the fall and 
end the first term shortly after 
Thanksgiving. There would be 
about four weeks between first
Pah/aws
L u g g a g e  — L e a t h e r  Goods — G if t s
303 West College 
Phone 733-8183
From the v e n t u r a  Collection
27 SIZES FOR EVERY TRAVEL NEED
IN 9  F A S H I O N  C O L O R S
SOFT-SIDED MATCHED MATES FOR HIM AND HER
Choose your own 
m atched ensem ble from 
the V entura collection . . 
well-coord inated pieces 
m ake  packing 
e a s ie r ; trave ling , 
p leasan ter.
For Her . . .
. (illustrated)
Sholda-Tote,
15"..................24.50
Weekender 2 1” 35 .00
.•jr. Wardrobe 
C arrie r, 50" 65.00
Mew, Sleek custom-styled, compact flite-lite 
J r . W ardrobe C arrie r in Scuff-resistant 
“ Dwra Vm yl" . . .  ideal for quick trip trave l, 
weekends, party occasions, etc. Dresses, suits 
hang "w rinkle-free" . . .  Holi-down kippered 
curtain opening. Zippered waterproof 
gusset accessory pockets. Keyless Combination Lock*.
COLORS IN STOCK: Golden Melon, Avo­
cado Green, Geranium Red, Copen Blue, 
Chalk White, Tawny Brown, Jet Black, Mid- 
nite, Sherri Pink.
Styles for men, too —
9 mocMs to 
cIioom from.
Open Slock EnMmblet
S o  i Ui I-cutovi.. .  S )  é¡g(d toQ tk jto*
Pah-hrw's The LUGGAGE CAPITAL of the Fox Cities
LUGGAGfc
"Roll Call"
at
Pah-lows.
ATLANTIC LIGHTW EIGHT  
PLAIDS
$6.00 to $30.00
LADY BALTIMORE 
FASHION LUGGAGE
$12.95 to $21.95
STARFLITE MOULDED 
LUGGAGE 
$16.95 to $34.95
AMELIA EARHART 
SOFTSIDE 
$18.95 to $39.95
AMERICAN TOURISTER 
MOULDED TIARA
$19.95 to $52.95
SAMSONITE MOULDED 
SILHOUETTE
$21.95 to $47.50
SKYWAY NEW SOFTSIDE 
"PERSONAL TOUCH"
$19.95 to $59.95
VENTURA HIGH FASHION 
s o n  SIDE 
$24.50 to $90.00
LARK LIGHTWEIGHT 
AND CASUAL
$18.00 to $35.00 
Hartmann 
International Series 
$27.50 to $90.00  
French California 
Casual 
$35.00 to $130.00
VISIT
Pah-fawi SOON
and second terms which would 
give students a greater break and 
allow the faculty to attend pro­
fessional meetings without giving 
up their vacations entirely.
The president said that there
CURTIS W. TARR
is currently no solution proposed 
to alleviate the problem of the 
unbroken length and monotony 
of the winter term. If a longer 
break were included in the winter 
term, the third term would have 
to be extended farther into June; 
and one of the present difficulties 
of the school calendar is that it 
extends too far into June.
A S K E D  if the term system did 
not tend to impair the quality of 
education, Tarr responded that 
an individual's personal adapta­
bility to concentrated or extend­
ed work is largely responsible for 
his reaction to the term system 
and that faculty and student 
opinion often seems more or less 
evenly divided on the subject.
It was his opinion that whether 
or not a student works easily 
within the term system, he should 
do his best to adapt to it, par­
ticularly since “we’re going to 
have the term system at least 
until the end of this term."
Questions concerning the addi­
tion of new departments and 
graduate courses to the univer­
sity caused Tarr to remark that 
very often his job involves “dis­
tributing limited resources in the 
best possible way.” He said that 
he feels that eventually graduate 
degrees will be granted at Law­
rence but that it may be quite a 
while.
THE MATTER of new depart­
ments involves the problems of 
increased costs and of staffing 
the new courses, among other 
difficulties; and the president 
made no conclusive statement on 
the subject.
When asked what was being 
done to liberalize social regula­
tion. Tarr answered with a blunt 
“Nothing” but proceeded to modi­
fy his reply. He noted that it 
should be clear that some people 
should not come to Lawrence.
“Lawrence will never be as 
permissive as Harvard,” he said 
and went on, “We should realize 
we lie in a part of the country 
where restraint is built in. There 
are a lot o£ things in this part 
of the country we don’t particu­
larly like, but we have to take 
it on the balance, and I think 
this is par for the course.
“I DON’T want to give the idea 
things can’t be changed,” he con­
tinued, “but there are a lot of
things I ’d like to change and 
there are a lot of people around 
here who want to see that I don’t 
get it done.”
He pointed to student govern­
ment with its faculty-student 
committees as the most effective 
means of bringing about change, 
and cited Lawrence’s student 
government as the most meaning­
ful of those at the schools with 
which he has been associated.
In response to a question con­
cerning plans for future enroll­
ment, Tarr stated that there are 
no present plans for any increase 
in the undergraduate population 
but that in time graduate stu­
dents may be admitted and “a 
center for continuing education” 
may be established on campus. 
He noted, however, that “the fu­
ture” of which he was speaking 
may be a quarter of a century 
away.
GRADES came under discus­
sion, both on the question of 
“pass or fail” courses and of the 
indication of pluses or minuses 
on transcripts and in averages. 
Tarr said that he is personally in 
favor of a system similar to the 
Carleton “pass or fail” idea.
Saying that grades could some­
times have a detrimental effect 
on the principle of a liberal arts 
education, the president told 
how as a student he had felt 
forced to avoid courses which in­
terested him but which would 
have had an adverse effect on 
his grade average.
Tarr remarked that he would 
prefer having ungraded courses 
with advisers encouraging stu­
dents to take diverse courses to 
the present system of graduation 
requirements to insure a broad 
range of studies. He added, how­
ever, that he did not think his 
opinion would have much support 
among the faculty.
HE SAID that he would be hap­
py to approve a system for in­
dicating plus or minus grades on 
transcripts and in averages if the 
faculty voted for such a system.
The question of broadening the 
geographic backgrounds of the 
students admitted brought the 
response that an imposed sys­
tem of geographic selection tends 
to bring in more “disgruntleds,” 
students who don’t come to Law­
rence on first choice and who are 
likely to approach the school 
with a negative attitude.
Tarr suggested that a gradual 
broadening “on the basis of mer­
it” as Lawrence’s reputation 
brings more applications from 
all parts of the country would be 
the most satisfactory method of 
making a change.
WHEN asked to comment on 
the charge that Lawrence suffers 
from great student apathy, the 
president said he didn’t feel that 
was true. He said he feels many 
of the students act with “quiet 
determination which seeks to set 
things right that are wrong.”
While admitting that perhaps 
there could be more of these stu­
dents who “silently object and 
then do something to correct the 
situation,” Tarr said that the un- 
heralded activities of the Law­
rence students as well as the life 
of the campus itself refute the 
idea of an apathetic, inactive 
student body.
Tarr confirmed that a new 
track is planned for the athletic 
field this summer so that Law­
rence may properly host the 
Midwest conference track meet 
next spring. He was then chal­
lenged to justify this expendi- 
Continued on Page 3
T a r r
(Continued from Page 2)
ture when problems as basic as 
student housing are not yet 
solved.
HE REPLIED that plans for 
new housing which will solve the 
current difficulties are well ad­
vanced, with actual work begin­
ning next month, and that the 
funds required to construct the 
new track might be sufficient, 
with luck, “to build a rabbit 
hutch that would house four 
people.”
The final topic of the evening 
was introduced by a questioner 
who asked, in essence, when the 
teachers were going to improve. 
Tarr replied by saying that he 
gets the same question from the 
faculty concerning the students. 
He went on to say that the idea 
of a good teacher is often a 
changing one, saying that he now 
finds himself looking with increas­
ed respect on those teachers he 
regarded as the worst he had 
studied under.
An entertaining teacher is often 
mistaken for a good teacher, he 
said, and a good teacher may 
not always be entertaining. Con­
tinuing his discussion of the prob­
lem to the economics of main­
taining a faculty, the president 
pointed out the exploding de­
mand for college professors and 
the problem of raising and main­
taining salary levels. The great­
est evil of the whole situation is 
that the tremendous increase in 
demands for college teachers will 
result in a generally lower level 
of teaching in colleges and uni­
versities, he remarked.
Peterson Examines 
Pre-War Alabama
An article edited by Walter F. 
Peterson, associate professor of 
history, has appeared in the April 
issue of The Alabama Review en­
titled “Rural Life in Ante-Bellum 
Alabama."
The article is based on recol­
lections recorded by Wade Hamp­
ton Richardson, a member of a 
Macon county, Alabama family.
In 1872 Richardson became 
principal of a Milwaukee school; 
after a decade as an educator he 
abandoned that field and entered 
the real estate business, serving 
as the first president of the Mil­
waukee Real Estate board.
The manuscript was obtained 
from Richardson’s daughter, Mrs. 
William A. Bowers of Milwaukee.
CALENDAR
Saturday, May 14—
Golf, Beloit, Riverview course, 
11 a.m.
WRA Inter-sorority track and 
field meet, Alexander gym, 
12:30-4 p.m.
Baseball, Beloit, Kimberly high 
school field, 1 p.m.
Figi Island Party, Stroebe’s Is­
land, 4 p.m.-l a.m.
Sunday, May 15-
Freshman picnic, Waupaca, 11 
a.m.-9 p.m.
Film classics, “A Woman is a 
Woman” (French), Young- 
child 161, 2 and 7:30 p.m.
Faculty recital, John Grew, or­
gan, the Chapel, 4 p.m.
Kappa Delta brat fry, Union 
hill, 5-7 p.m.
Open house, East house, 8-11 
p.m.
Open house, Washington house, 
8-11 p.m.
Monday, May 16—
Science coloquium, “Oceano­
graphy—the Science of the 
Sea” by Dr. Francis Richards, 
Youngchild 161, 4:30 p.m.
Senior recital, Eileen Neau, pi­
ano, Harper, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, May 17-
Slide lecture, “Life in Pakis­
tan,” Tom and Nancy Wenz- 
lau, Youngchild 161, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, May 18—
WRA Annual honors banquet, 
Colman, 6:30 p.m.
Lawrence university theatre, 
“Happy as Larry” by Don- 
agh MacDonagh, Stansbury, 8 
p.m.
Thursday, May 19—
Tea for Mrs. Alice Holmes, 
head resident of Ormsby, 
Colman lounge. 7-8 p.m.
Student recital, Harper, 8 p.m.
“Happy as Larry,” Stansbury, 
8 p.m.
Friday, May 20—
Student recital, Harper, 2:30 
p.m.
Faculty meeting. Harper, 4 30 
p.m.
“Happy as Larry,” Stansbury, 
8 p.m.
People-to-people folk dance, the 
Union. 9-10 p.m.
Saturday, May 21—
Geology field trip, Baraboo, all 
day
Beta-DG informal, Penning’s,
8 p.m. -12:30 a.m.
“Happy as Larry,” Stansbury,
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8 p.m.
Have a Capitalist, Bourgeois, 
Warmonger Beverage
at
COMRADE SATTLER'S
LEGENDS
SUNDAY, M AY 15th
Wisconsin's Number One Rock 'n' Roll Band for the 
Past Five Years.
SKUNKS-May 17-22
The QUARRY
4815 W . Prospect Avenue
Alfieris To Publish 
Articles On Galdos
John and Graciela Alfieri, pro­
fessor and instructor of Spanish 
respectively, are co-authors of 
an article “El lenguaje familiar 
de Perez Galdos y de sus con­
temporáneos” to appear in a 
forthcoming issue of the journal 
“Hispanófila.”
The current article deals with 
the colloquial, idiomatic language 
in representative works of six 
Spanish novelists of the late 
nineteenth century. Compared to 
contemporaries who used this 
kind of language sparingly, Gal­
dos made extensive use of it and 
considered it one of the main 
features of his style.
A review £ty John Alfieri of 
Robert J. Weber’s critical study 
of “The Miau Manuscript of 
Benito Perez Galdos” will appear 
soon in the Modern Language 
journal. He had the opportunity 
of examining this manuscript in 
the Casa-Museo Galdos in Las 
Palmas, Gran Canaria. It is 
one of the few available manu­
scripts of Galdos’ major novels.
The Alfieris did research on 
Galdos in Spain and the Canary 
Islands on a sabbatical leave 
from Lawrence in 1963-64.
Benowicz to Head 
Letterman’s Club
The Lawrence Letterman’s club 
held an annual meeting April 27 
to elect officers for next year and 
to select members to run the var­
ious activities of the “L” club.
Elected were Bill Benowicz, 
president; Ken Koskelin, vice- 
president; John Sanders, secre­
tary; and Dennis Kirchoff, treas­
urer.
The activities of the Letter­
man’s club include freshman 
beanies, soft drinks at football 
games and the Homecoming 
game program. Also discussed 
were the possibilities of instituting 
several new money-making proj­
ects such as desk blotters with 
complete sports schedules and 
popcorn at basketball games.
Phi Delts Sponsor 
‘Big Brother’ Outing
The Phi Delts and local alumni 
will sponsor a “big brother” out­
ing for 60 Appleton area boys 
ranging in age from 10-12 at Pla- 
mann park today. Organized 
games and large quantities of 
food (450 hotdogs) will highlight 
the proceedings.
Other Phi Delt chapters will be 
putting on a similar Community 
Service day on behalf of some 
worthy group in each chapter’s 
home city.
President Larry Stoune says 
that “the chapter not only will 
donate their time, but will also 
carry all expenses of the equip­
ment, supplies and appliances 
employed in completion of their 
goodwill task.”
Chairman of the group arrang­
ing for the day of community 
work is Bob Bletzinger.
MAGAZINES and 
TOBACCOS
Jerry’s Pipe Shop
H E A R . . .
PROGRAM X
A1 Schiller
MONDAY thru FRIDAY  
7:30-10:30 p.m.
on W HBY — 1230 on Every Dial
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ANNOUNCEMENT:
CHAPMAN COLLEGE, located in Orange, California, one of 
the oldest colleges in the West, is accepting applications for admis­
sion for two 107-day semesters for the fall of 1966 and the spring 
of 1967 aboard Holland-America Line's s.s Ryndam. This Ls the 
second year of operation of Chapman College's floating campus.
Outstanding college and university students are invited to spend these semes­
ters at sea, enrolled for 12-15 units of credit, applicable toward the Bachelor 
of Arts, Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Music degrees, or 9-12 units 
toward the Master of Arts degree.
Onboard, students will experience a situation of intense academic concen­
tration, supplemented by personal meetings ashore with men who are the 
world’s leaders, monuments which are the world’s heritage, and people whose 
apparent differences often prove to hide human similarities.
College classes will be held during 56 class days at sea in modem, air- 
conditioned classrooms and laboratories equipped with all facilities necessary 
for course work offered.
IT IN E R A R IE S : Fall 1966 Semester
leaves New York October 20, duration 
107 days; to Lisbon, Barcelona, Marseille, 
Civitavecchia (Rome). Piraeus (Athens), 
Istanbul, Alexandria (Cairo), Port Said, 
Suez, Bombay, Colombo, Port Swetten- 
ham (Kuala Lumpur), Bangkok, Hong 
Kong, Kobe, Yokohama (Tokyo), Hawaii, 
arriving Los Angeles February 4, 1967.
Spring 1967 Semester leaves Los Angeles
February 7, duration 107 days; to La 
Guaira (Caracas), Port of Spain (Trini­
dad), Salvador, Montevideo, Buenos 
Aires, Rio De Janeiro, Lagos, Dakar, 
Casablanca, Cadiz, Lisbon, Rotterdam 
(inland to France, Belgium and the Neth­
erlands), Copenhagen, London, Dublin 
(overland to), Galway, arriving New York 
City May 25,1967.
ADMISSION: Students admitted to the program must meet regular admission qualifi­
cations of Chapman College and upon fulfilling its requirements will receive grades and 
credits in accordance with its regularly established standards.
For a catalog listing courses for both the Fall and Spring semesters along with rates, 
tuition and in-port program costs, fill in the information below and mail it to:
Director of Admissions
rhapman College, Seven Seas Division
Orange, California 92666
Presevi Statai 
College /  IMvcnHjr
Name. ..... ... ....
(Last)
A^d «'s*
(First) Freshman
Sopbocnofe
□
□
Junior □
CSty State Zip Senior □
Graduate □
Telephone Age. M _ F
^  The Ryndam is under Nether tends registry. 1
SENIOR GIFT
Anyone who has a suggestion 
for a senior gift, contact Dave 
Glidden, ext. 306.
_________ _
SAI Croup Elects 
Chapter Officers
The women’s professional music 
fraternity, Sigma Alpha Iota has 
elected its new officers for the 
1966-67 school year. Lois Beck is 
the new president, succeeding 
Barbara Dancey.
Other new officers are Nora 
Bailey, vice-president; M a r d i 
Homield, recording secretary; Su­
san Raccoli, corresponding sec­
retary; Janet Schmalfeldt, chap­
lain; Marla Wilcox, sergeant-at- 
arms; Lana Kollath, assistant 
treas., Connie Magistrelli, editor; 
Jane Westendorf, program chair­
man; and Suzanne Heileman, rush 
chairman.
Eight pledges were initiated this 
year in ceremonies held on April
2. The new members are Linda 
Skoug, Lana Kollath, Sue Giller- 
man, Maribeth Hartwig, Linda 
Neau, Gloria Start, Priscilla Pe­
terson, and Connie Magistrelli.
An award is given annually to 
the freshman with the highest 
grade - point, and this year the 
award went to Priscilla Peterson.
‘Happy As Larry’ Presents 
Difficulties In Set Design
by N E IL  H IL LE R  
VERSE IS M ORE IMPORTANT than verisimilitude 
and comedy is jest as important as philosophy in the forth­
coming production of Irish poet Donagh McDonagh’s
“Happy as Larry.” The Law­
rence theatre’s spring production, 
now in its final days of rehearsal, 
will be presented at 8 p.m. Wed­
nesday through Saturday eve­
nings, May 18-21, in Stansbury 
theatre. “Larry” is being direct­
ed by F. Theodore Cloak, pro­
fessor of theatre and drama.
THE PLOT of the portion of 
MacDonagh’s play which takes 
place in the past is basically a 
matter of the efforts of a villain­
ous Doctor, more heel than heal­
er, to seduce Mrs. Larry.
But the action is complicated 
in that the play begins in the “fu­
ture” and the characters in the 
“future” take part in past action 
simply by walking beneath the 
arches of the false proscenium. 
Someone other than Anouilh, ap­
parently, “has learned to play 
tricks with time.”
THE PRODUCTION of "Larry” 
comes in the wake of the two 
serious plays produced as the 
major plays during the fall and 
winter terms. Two of Cloak’s 
purposes in selecting “Larry” as 
the third term play were to en­
able him to direct a “happy” 
play and at the same time to 
render less difficult the techni­
cal aspects of the production.
But “Larry” on the stage has 
proven to be more challenging 
than “Larry” on paper, which is 
fortunate since what is easy is 
seldom worthwhile.
According to .designer-techni- 
cian Fritz Fett the set foj; “Larry” 
has proven to be more difficult 
than either the set for “Queen 
and the Rebels” or “Trojan 
Women”—much to the consterna­
tion of the production staff.
YET THE blood set and tears 
of the crews for “Larry” are all 
to the benefit of an audience. 
Fett has surpassed even the set 
design he executed for “Trojan 
Women.” The four scene changes 
in “Larry” reveal unusual and 
appropriate designs which com­
plement an unusual and some­
times perplexingly humorous 
play.
By following in the footsteps of 
Stanley Kaufman, it has been 
possible to watch Cloak and his 
cast polish their work on a chal­
lenging show, and to watch the 
spirit of the play grow towards 
a reconciliation of the lugubrious­
ness of a gravedigger and the 
over-riding gaiety of the Irish 
patois, song and wit of MacDon­
agh’s play.
Take your good time 
going home.
Fly half-fare on 
Eastern via Florida.
Florida swings in the spring—but it really swings In the summer.
Lower off-season room rates are in effect. And Eastern will' take you to 
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami for half-fare.
So take a detour and enjoy it on your way home. Or go home first and down 
to Florida later,
Just use your Eastern Youth ID card, or similar card from another airline. If 
you don't have such a card, it's a snap to get one—provided you're under 22 
and can prove it. For the specifics, step by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket 
office.
Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat for half­
fare. You can't make an advance reservation. But if there's a seat available at 
departure time, you can fly to any Eastern destination within the continental 
U.S. Including Florida.
NUMBER ONE TO THE FUN
BOOK REV IEW
“The Hobbit”
by J. R. R. TOLKIEN
THE READING of “The llobbit” is an easy escape 
into a world of fantasy. You consciously withdraw into a 
microcosm where men are replaced by a variety of animals 
that act surprisingly human. In
this sense, “The Hobbit” is like 
“Alice in Wonderland”.
SIMILARLY “The Hobbit” is 
more than entertaining flight: it 
is a disturbing mirror of our own 
culture. Without sophistication, 
Tolkien has leveled a profound 
and sentimental analysis of civ­
ilized man. His criticism, howev­
er, is only a partial success.
Tolkien hits attempted to re­
duce the complexities of human 
behavior and morality to simple 
modi's. For example, in his char­
acterization he establishes distinct 
lines between good and evil. Gob­
lins and Vargs are always evil- 
naiured; whereas. Hobbits arc 
gentle and easy-going.
His characters should have at 
least as much depth as the deni­
zens of the fantasy world of Aris­
tophanes’ “The Birds.” Further­
more, in the context of the novel 
few moral dilemmas of any sub­
stance face his characters in de­
cision-making. Their course is too 
black and white.
THIS SITUATION, I feel, pre­
vents the developing of real and 
interesting characters. It also re­
stricts the development of his 
plot. In fact, almost immediately 
the reader has an intuitive idea 
of the outcome of the story. Fi­
nally, this simplification hinders 
the drawing of meaningful para­
llels (if this is the aim of the 
reader) concerning individuals 
and between situations.
Despite this limitation, the nov­
el as a whole leaves many last­
ing and favorable impressions.
Tolkien’s simple style tends to 
foster reader involvement or wish 
of involvement. That “The Hob­
bit”, in t«;**t, can elicit strong 
emotions is its greatest strength.
Tolkien also seems to be call­
ing for a return to sentiment. In 
a simple manner “The Hobbit” 
suggests that man has alienated 
himself from emotion. Indirectly 
Tolkien attacks modern man’s re­
fusal to surrender to sentiment 
and to those feelings that are the 
essence of life.
ESSENTIALLY “The Hobbit” 
relates the awakening of a Hobbit 
(Hobbits are furry litle creatures 
shaped much like rabbits). The 
shy and naive protagonist. Bilbo 
Baggins, takes a symbolic journey 
westward where he discovers that 
life is more than the comfort of 
his “Hobbit hole”.
In Tolkien’s words, “This is a 
story of how a Baggins had an 
adventure and found himself do­
ing and saying things altogether 
unexpected. He may have lost 
his neighbors’ respect, but he 
gained—well, you will see wheth­
er he gained anything in the 
end.”
If. on occasion, your disposition 
is such, (and if you dislike Lew­
is Carroll) read this fairy tale for 
an effortless slip into a hidden 
world. And when you have finish­
ed this thirty-year old novel, the 
uncomfortable feeling of having 
read something relevant to our 
own troubled era will pervade
you. ___
TONY CRUZ-URIBE
FIN AL EXAM SCHEDULE — Term I I I
Monday, June 6—
8:30 a.m Classes meeting at 2:30 M W F; English 21, 
Geology 31, Psychology 38 
1:30 p.m. Classes meeting at 9:20 T T S 
Tuesday, June 7—
8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 1:10 M W F; English 13 
1:30 p.m. Classes meeting at 10:40 M W F; Chemistry 43 
Wednesday, June 8—
8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 8:00 T T S; French 37; Re­
ligion 37; Theatre and Drama 21 
1:00 p.m. Classes meeting at 9:20 M W F 
Thursday, June 9—
8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 8:00 M W F; English 23, Ec­
onomics 56. Government 52, Chemistry 51
HOW ABOUT A
MATZ0S PIZZA and GERMAN 
POTATO SALAD
???
at
Frank & Pat's
PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Ave. RE 4-9131
FREE DORM DEL IVERY  on Two or More 
PIZZAS . .  . until 1:00 a.m.
Lawrentian Feature Section
it  Editorials it  Columns it  1
Lawrentian Qives Practice Exam;
Learn How To Beat The System
ft Letters to the Editoi ft Features
+
t
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by BONNIE BRYANT and NANCY KAPLAN
IN SYMPATHY with the male students on the Lawrence campus who will find
themselves seated behind desks and filling in the blanks for the U.S. government for
any one of the next three Saturdays, the Lawrentian has taken it upon itself to prepare a practice examination. This test
The LAW RENTIAN May 14, 196i.+4.+++++<|M|t
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FILM FILE
‘A Woman is a Woman’
GORDON LUTZ §
kOoooo.oAooooaooaooa<>oaoooooo$
FILM  CLASSICS will present this week Jean-Luc 
Godard’s “A Woman is a Woman,” at 2 and 7 :30 p.m. 
Sunday in Youngchild hall. It is a sparkling comedy, in
was written by several of the 
editors of the Lawrentian in con­
junction with the local draft 
board. If you do well on it, you 
can have no fears—your future 
will be taken care of.
GeneijM Directions: Lift your 
number 2 pencils. Do not break 
the seal before the examination 
begins. If you disobey this, you 
should plan to report for your 
physical tomorrow morning at 8 
a.m. When the proctor says "Be­
gin,” begin. “Begin.”
SECTION I: verbal test A; an­
tonyms
Directions—You are to find the 
word which is most opposite to 
the word in the dark type. The 
time alloted for this section is 
23V* minutes.
1. good: A. horrendous B. rot­
ten C. lousy D. crumby E. putrid 
2 newel post: A. lamb chop B. 
fern C. vase D. Rembrandt E. 
candle
3. buzzer: A. frustration B. con­
summation C. filet D. road map 
E. garter 
4 recreation: A. bivouac B. PX 
C. potato peeling D. dental floss 
E. travesty 
5. draft: A. bottle B. tap C. 
hopps D. pop-top E. Leroy’s 
Verbal Test B; synomyms 
Directions—You are to find the 
word which is most similar to 
the word in dark type. The time 
alloted for this section is 6% 
minutes.
1. vo m it: A. emesis B. blatz
C. york D. boot E. ralph
2. girl: A chick B. skirt C. fem
D. doll E. broad
3. man: A pig B. greaser C. 
nape D. hairy chested E. Phi Delt
4. dining room: A barn B, mess 
C. trough D. manger E. blue 
jeans
5. hell week: A togetherness B. 
class unity C. brotherhood D. t.p.
E. esprit de corps
SECTION II: math test 
Directions — Answer the ques­
tions as best you can in the space 
alloted. You may use scrap paper 
if you will first exhibit it to the 
proctor to show that there are no 
crib notes thereon. The time limit 
is 76 minutes.
1. If A can row twice as * » ta s  
B, why doesn’t A row?
2. There is a ladder suspended 
down the side of a northbound 
ship. The ladder has ten rungs, 
each of which is one and three- 
quarters (1^4) inches thick; the 
rungs are separated by seventeen 
and two-thirds (17-2/3) inches of 
air. The bottom rung of the lad­
der is just touching the water. 
The tide rises at a rate of six 
and seven-qighths (6%) inches 
per hour. At the end of four and 
a half (4^) hours, how much of 
the ladder will be covered by 
water?
Mary is giving a birthday
party. She w*ants to make a punch 
to serve to her friends. How much 
rum should she put in it?
4. The Yankee Clipper train 
leaves New York City daily at 1 
p.m. bound for Boston. It is a 
four and one half (4%) hour ride 
when the wind is right, during 
Rocky Mountain Central time. If
the wind is left, and it is either 
Eastern Standard or Daylight 
Savings time, what hour should 
dinner be served? (Hint: children 
under five are given New York. 
New Haven and Hartford Rail­
way coloring books and crayons.)
5. Analytical algebraic topology 
of local Euclidian metrization on 
infinitely differentially mohumani- 
cals. Discuss.
SECTION III: history; American 
Directions—Choose the best an­
swer for the questions posed. 
Note: there may be several an­
swers which seem appropriate; 
you are to choose the best one.
1. If Columbus did not discover 
America, leave this space blank.
2. Which of the following insti­
tuted the 1954 Civil Rights act?
A. Ross Barnett
B. Joseph McCarthy
C. Houdini
D. Bess Myerson
E. Ronald Reagan
3. Who coined the phrase “guer­
illa warfare?”
A. Tarzan
B. Jane
C. King Kong
D. Haile Selasse
E. Vincent Van Gogh
4. Who is known for his peren­
nial warm feelings towards the 
U.S.?
A. Lee Oswald
B. De Gaulle
C. Gengis Khan
D. Brian Wilson
E. Victor Borge
5. What was the name of Paul 
Revere’s white horse?
A. Tonto
B. Kimosabe
C. Hiho
D. Kowabunga
E. Spot
SECTION IV: reading; ability; 
comprehension
Directions—Read the following 
paragraph and answer the ques­
tions asked about it. You may re­
read it as many times as you 
wish as long as the proctor does 
not see you. If he does, you should 
plan to report for your physical 
tomorrow morning at 8 a.m.
THE BLUEBERRY season in 
in Nome, Alaska endures from 
the middle of June to the early 
part of August annually. Herman 
P. Schmederlink set the record 
for volume with 184 buckets in 
1962. The masters say that the 
best hour to choose to pick is 
8:30-9:30 in the morning, for the 
morning sun shines best on the 
blue of the berries which are ripe 
at that hour. Nome is nationally 
renowned for its small, sour ber­
ries The Gnomes believe that 
one should eat them with cottage 
cheese and soured cream “all 
mushed up” as one native so col­
orfully put it. The best way to 
remove the stain is to wipe your 
hands on your blue jeans. High­
ways make Nome very accessible 
these days; travelers claim that 
the weather is pleasant during 
the blueberry season. John P. 
Schmederlink died last year.
1. The best title for this article 
is:
A. A History of Blueberry '
Picking in Nome. Alaska 
from j.817 to the Present L
B. The Death of John P. 
Schmederlink
C. Scenic Routes Through 
Alaska
D. How to Keep the Cold Blue 
Flame Blue
E. A Guide to Happiness on 
Blueberry Hill
2. In order to find the best blue­
berries the fastest, one should
A. get up at 7:30, wash, dress, 
eat and get to the patches by 8:30
B. sleep until 8 and drive to 
the patches in one’s pajamas
C. eat lunch at 12:30
D. go to the A&P
E. make friends with John P. 
Schmederlink’s widow.
3. The route number of the high­
way that makes Nome accessible 
is:
A. 66.
B. 69.
C. 494.
D. 346.
E. other
4. What comprises the pleasant 
weather during the blueberry sea­
son?
A. sunshine
B. warmth
C. both A and B
D. neither A nor B
E. blueberries
5. What do the masters say?
A. Keep your eye on the ball
and follow through.
B. One peek is worth two 
finesses.
C. Use just a pinch of salt.
D. Open your books to page 
398.
E. Pick a bale o’cotton; pick 
a bale o’hay.
SECTION V: logistics
Directions — Answer the ques­
tion.
Question: Which of the following 
are not logically inconsistent?
A. military intelligence
B. Lawrence university
C. free verse
D. divine reality
E. conversation with Dirksen
F. American literature
G. April 31
H. army uniform
I. advertising genius 
J. Goldwater politics 
K. faculty people
END OF TEST: Put your pen­
cils down, and wait for the proc­
tor to collect Jail the exams before 
you attempt to discuss the mat­
ter with your neighbor. If you 
disobey this, you should plan to 
report for your physical tomor­
row morning at 8 a.m.
color, about a young cabaret 
dancer who wants a baby against 
her boyfriend’s better judgment.
SINCE he proves not to be ac­
commodating, she asks another 
friend to oblige her, which he 
does. Such is the “plot” of a 
largely improvised film which is 
partly musical comedy, partly 
slapstick, partly romantic com­
edy.
Godard goes to great lengths to 
demonstrate the camera’s flexi­
bility «and his characters’ charm, 
but he is rarely logical or tidy.
Godard has said that it is the 
film he loves most of those he 
has done, calling it his first real 
film. It is a “nostalgia for musi-
Women Choose New 
Dormitory Officers
Lawrence Women’s association 
recently held elections for the 
1966-67 dormitory officers of Col­
man and Sage halls.
The new Sage officers are Mar- 
gy Devlin, president; Nancy 
Kleiner, head proctor; Karen 
Foster, secretary-treasurer: and 
Marty Hodge and Mary Jean Vau- 
bel, co-social chairmen.
Heading Colman next year are 
Lee Galda, head proctor; Chris 
Liebich, secretary-treasurer; and 
Mary Bennison and Pat Phelps, 
co-social chairmen. A presiden­
tial revote was scheduled on Fri­
day between Linda Buchanan and 
Marcia Rogers.
Darling Will Attend 
Course At Purdue
Dr. Stephen F. Darling, profes­
sor of chemistry, will attend a 
special course on molecular struc­
ture determination by mass spec­
trometry at Purdue university, La­
fayette, Ind., May 16-18.
Dr. Darling was one of 60 par­
ticipants chosen from among • 
many applicants. Among the 
speakers will be Stina Stallberg- 
Stenhagen from Sweden.
cal comedy.” In speaking of this 
film which he wrote while the 
actors were making up for the 
shots to tome, Godard said:
“WIIAT people must not have 
liked was the discontinuity, the 
changes in rhythm or the breaks 
in tone. Perhaps also the theatri­
cal aspect, the cinema dell’arte.
“The people in the film play and 
bow at the same time; they know 
and we know that they are play­
ing, that they are laughing and. 
at the same time, that they are 
crying.
“ In sum, it’s an exhibition, but 
that’s what I wanted to do. The 
characters are always playing to 
the camera: it’s a parade.”
The film stars Anna Karina, 
Jean-Claude Brialy, and Jean- 
Paul Belmondo.
Next week will be Fellini's 
“Nights of Cabiria.”
ELECTRO N IC PARTS
Sam’s Photofacts 
Modules—Weller guns, tips 
Aluminum chassis & boxes 
Capacitors and Resistors 
Magnet wire coilforms 
Copper clad Ixiards 
Transistor and Heat sinks 
Panel meters and cases 
Batteries and holders 
Amplifiers and s|>eakers
V A LLEY  RADIO  
DISTRIBUTORS
518 N. Appleton Street 
turn rght at Appleton & Collg. 
Plume 3-6011
PICTURE FRAM ING  
ART SUPPLIES 
ART BOOKS
PAINT and ART 
CENTRE
606 N. Lawe 
RE 4-3272
CLASSIFIED . . . TYPING
WII Type Thesis and Term Papers 
Call 4-9352 —  JERRY FISHER
Bob’s
CAMPUS 
BARBER SHOP
Bob Brouilliard 
for appointment
Dial 9-1805
231 E College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.
Planning a Dance, Dinner or Meeting?
The SEASONS 
The SEAWAY SUITE
NEW
IN APPLETON
MOTOR HOTEL f  I
TfUPHONE REGINT 4 26lf
ARf A CODE 4M
^/2íttíi± to tlzz S d it o i ...
Letters to the E ditor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi­
ble, and subm itted to the Ixnvrentian office no later than 7 p.m. W ednes­
day evening. A ll letters thus subm itted and neither libelous nor in bad 
taste w ill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make 
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, ivithout 
changing editorial content. A ll tetters must be signed but names may be 
withheld from publication fo r sufficient cause.
To the Editor:
Your article on women’s rights 
at Lawrence, slyly titled LWA 
votes, etc. (but we know who 
really makes the decision), 
though subtly designed to express 
the desires of LWA, fell short as 
mere uneditorial reporting often 
does, and these matters are im­
portant on a liberal “apathetic” 
campus such as ours. This dia­
tribe can be taken in direct op­
position to the fine stand of Scott 
Matteson, however I feel certain 
that he would agree with most 
of the views presented here.
Basically the argument is this: 
while Miss Morton has been 
exceptionally revolutionary in 
granting the women more late 
permissions it seems shortsight­
ed of her to overlook the senior 
key privileges. Not only have the 
majority of the women (84% as 
per your reporting) felt changes 
were needed, but 80% indicated 
that ‘Downer inspired key privi­
leges’ were indeed a good idea.
AVIS 
RENT-A-CAR
W EEKEN D SPECIAL!
Friday Noon Until 
Monday, 9 a.m.
$5.00
A day, plus 1 lc  a mile 
105 East Franklin Street 
F o r Reservations . . . Call
RE 9-2346
Avis rents all makes of cars— 
features Plymouth
This seems logical because as 
Matteson would say, the girls 
want the “parental” protection 
of the school, but with the in­
evitable slacking of direct super­
vision and control.
This is a definite trend demon­
strated in the normal growth of 
any child who wanting to think 
and act for himself, no longer 
feels the need to ask permission 
to make his toilet, but feels con­
fident in attending to these mat­
ters himself. Honest mature par­
ents grant more freedom to their 
wards, who grow older and wiser 
with experience as they must, 
and therefore it seems only nec­
essary that the administration, 
which is obviously playing the 
parental role in this case, would 
grant respective freedoms.
Although key privileges are 
perhaps a shocking step away 
from the present, the past deems 
them inevitable (Downer) and if 
we wish to cling to our heritage 
they should be reinstated.
It is also true that the mature 
growing (for we are always 
growing) individual female wo­
man may use key privileges to 
some advantage. That is, when 
she bursts forth from the womb 
of the university into the “com­
bined comprehensive cruelties of 
life,” it will be evident that she 
no longer has this false security 
to rely upon.
How better to provide for the 
training of the sweet beauties 
but to grant, within the relatively 
secure environment of the col­
lege campus, the chance to try 
their wiles and wills against the 
inevitable.
It seems only fair to treat a 
WOMAN as one, especially in this 
age of sexual equality. When a 
freshman man can enjoy privileg­
es which even senior women can­
not experience, there exists a 
gross inequity.
A word to the LWA: keep up 
the good work girls, who knows, 
in a few more millenniums you 
may even get to wear blue jeans 
in the food lines. HA!
Happy apathy, Larry, Hail the 
renaissance!!
CHRISTOPHER GRIKSCHEIT
Maesch Selects 
New Instructors
LaVahn Maesch, dean of the 
Lawrence conservatory, has an­
nounced that two instructors have 
been named to the faculty of the 
conservatory of music at Law­
rence for 1966-67.
They are Andras Szentkiralyi, 
who will teach courses normally 
handled by professor James Ming, 
and Janice M. Marciano, who will 
substitute for associate professor 
Marjory Irvin. Both faculty mem­
bers will be on leave of absence 
in Europe during the coming 
year.
Szentkiralyi, a Hungarian by 
birth, studied at the Bela Bartók 
conservatory in Budapest, the 
Santa Cecelia conservatory in 
Rome, holds the bachelor of mu­
sic degree from Oberlin college 
and the M. Mus. from the Univer­
sity of Illinois, where he is pres­
ently a doctoral candidate.
He has composed 33 works for 
different combinations of instru­
ments and voices as well as the 
piano, and has heard his works 
performed in Budapest, Rome, 
and in this country.
Miss Marciano holds the bache­
lor and master’s degrees from 
the Eastman school of music, 
where she has specialized in pi­
ano and music literature. She is 
now a candidate for a perform­
er’s certificate. Miss Marciano 
hii:. taught at Eastman and Hoch- 
stein music school in Rochester, 
and received a first rating in the
1965 biennial piano recording fes­
tival.
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From the Editorial Board
Cars In Summer School
Lawrence’s second summer school will not permit un­
dergraduates to have cars this year. This change from last 
year’s policy is due, according to the administration, only 
to the limited parking in the immediate campus area be­
cause of the increased enrollment. The “problem” that 
some students would feel left out or at a disadvantage with­
out a car did not develop last summer. They could always 
find rides with other students.
Campus parking should not be the administration’s 
concern but the student’s. If a student can show proof he 
has found parking facilities satisfactory to the administra­
tion and the police then he should be permitted to main­
tain and use a car. Proximity to the campus is not impor­
tant since the car is needed only for special trips and not 
getting around campus.
To help the students the university could open the Law­
rence bowl parking lot and might even try to get permis­
sion to use such available land as the filled-in area behind 
W HBY.
Summer school, according to Miss Rinkenberger, the di­
rector, is designed primarily for Lawrence undergraduates; 
but the car privileges go only to the increasing number of 
graduate students in the government sponsored institutes. 
If the summer program is to attract the number of Law­
rence students that it wants it must allow them to break 
away from the half square mile of Wisconsin to which they 
are confined for nine months of the year.
According to the summer school bulletin, “The Sum­
mer Session at Lawrence offers unique opportunities which 
are not possible at other times of the year.” Besides the 
academic opportunities are the scenic ones such as the 
“seven city parks and the High Cliff state and Calumet 
county parks.” School planned bus trips, the method pro­
posed by the administration for enjoying these opportuni­
ties, cannot adequately cater to the weather and student 
whims.
\\ e feel that the unique opportunities of the summer 
program could be better exploited and that the program 
could attract more Lawrence students if cars were permit­
ted for undergraduates.
\
BICYCLES BUILT FOR TWO
at
Northgate Skelly
105 W. Northland Ave., Corner Oneida and Old 41 
Convenient Bus Service —  RE 3-9973
Notice to Seniors:
Please Sign Up for your Graduation Announcements
Conkey's Book Store
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Vike Golfers Edge 
Tough St. Norbert
Last Wednesday the Vikes out- 
stroked St. Norbert’s linksmen by 
a 397-401 margin in a low total 
match. Tom Hedin and Jon Schul- 
enberg led the way with a pair of 
75’s which tied for medalist hon­
ors with St. Norbert’s Pauly.
Hedin knocked in an eleven- 
footer for a bird on the eighth 
hole on his way to an opening 
nine of 37, one over par. He fal­
tered briefly after the turn, but 
birdies on the 480-yd. 14th hole 
and the 150-yard fifteenth set him 
back on the right track.
Schulenburg battled he elements 
well on the frigid, drizzly day 
and was helped out by a birdie 
on the tight 410-yard fourth hole 
and a deuce on the 165-yard 17th. 
Jon stroked his putter only 30 
times on his way to nines of 38 
and 37.
Larry Newman posted an 38-42-
80 with the aid of two ten-footers 
he sunk for birds on the eighth 
and the 12th. Three three-putt 
greens on the back side hurt him.
Ralph Hartly carded a 40-42-82 
over the Brown County course 
near Green Bay. Ralph played 
consistently and was robbed of 
his only birdie when he holed a 
70-foot putt on number 17 only 
to receive a two stroke penalty 
when the putt hit the flagstick. 
Gus Murphy finished 42-43-85 with 
a lackadaisical putter.
The Vikings play their final 
match of the season today at Riv- 
erview Country Club at 11 a.m. 
against Beloit and Stevens Point. 
Next Friday and Saturdav they 
travel to Waterloo. Iowa for the 
conference meet.
Anyone interested in being 
class agent or secretary, con­
tact Joan Reahard, ext. 383.
INDEPENDENTS
The annual meeting to elect 
the head of the Independents 
Association will be held at 5 
p.m. on Monday, May 16, in 
the Union.
Ripon Downs 
Vike Golfers
The Lawrence golfers dropped 
a 9-6 decision to Ripon last week­
end over the long 6700-yard Law- 
sonia Golf course in Green Lake. 
First man Tom Hedin played his 
usual steady game, but went 
three over par on the relatively 
easy eighth and ninth holes when 
he hit iron shots over the green. 
Still he was in good position into 
the final two holes when his op­
ponent knocked in two straight 
birdies to edge him out by one 
stroke, 77-78.
Second man Larry Newman 
was straying his irons a little 
too much and shot an 83, losing 
three points to Schmidt of Ripon 
who was medalist with a 76. Jon 
Schulenburg’s 84 was not good 
enough to win over his opponent’s 
79.
Sophomore Jon Schade, playing 
in the fourth spot, looked good for 
the second week in a row. posting
81 to beat his opponent 3-0. Fifth 
man Gus Murphy edged out his 
opponent 90-91 to earn two points.
The Lawrence frosh team made 
their debut in a close match, los­
ing 8-7 to Ripon’s freshmen. Dick 
DeMark led the Vikes with an 84, 
closely followed by Mark Pollock 
with an 85 and Tom Hosford with 
an 86. Tom Hansen finished with 
an 88. after eagling the first hole, 
and Dave Roozen posted an 89.
A C N E
spoiling your fun? 
U S E
C E N A C
for Him/for Her
Varsity N etters Crush Beloit, 9-0 
Suffer Defeat by Cornell, Qrinnell
THE LAW RENTIAN tennis team smashed Beloit on the home court last Tuesday, 
May 10, by a score of 9-0. Captain Pat Kenny remained undefeated in singles play and 
was joined in victory by Hob Bletzinger, John Beldo, Hob Krohn, Doug Opel, and Rob 
Morrison. The Vikes also swept
RENEGADES -  Saturday, May 14
FRIDAY —  FISH and CHIPS DINNER
The R A V E N 0
"Where the Action Is"
3 miles west of Neenah on highway 114
I
all three doubles matches, with 
Kenny teaming with Bletzinger, 
Beldo with Dave Klitzke, and 
Krohn with Opel for the wins.
COACH ROBERTS cited the 
continuing great play of Kenny 
and the improvement in the dou­
bles as the high points of the 
meet. Roberts, who has been ex­
perimenting with different com­
binations most of the season, 
thinks that he finally has found 
his strongest pairs.
With an eye on the conference 
meet, May 20-21, at Grinnell, 
Roberts stated that if the dou­
bles continue to gell and the sin­
gles show as much improvement 
as was evident in the last Rip­
on meet, the Vikings could make 
a bid for second place.
Carleton is rated as the over­
whelming favorite for the cham­
pionship, as they have routed 
every team they have met this 
year. Ripon, with the defending 
conference singles champ, the 
runner-up in singles, and the de­
fending champion doubles team 
back from last year, is in a 
strong position to capture second 
place.
RIPON’S position is strength­
ened by the fact that only four 
singles and two doubles are al­
lowed to enter the conference 
meet, and therefore depth is 
not as important a factor as in 
dual meets.
Also rated as possibilities for 
second place are Knox, St. Olaf, 
and Cornell.
Lawrence’s hopes for a strong 
showing revolve around Kenny. 
Although only a sophomore, his 
teammates elected him captain 
for what Krohn calls “his win­
ning attitude and concern for the 
team.”
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Larry's 
Cleaners
1 Hour Service
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KENNY has built his winning 
game around a rugged service 
and dazzling net play, a combin­
ation that has established him 
as the top singles player in the 
Midwest conference. In whip­
ping Doug Ankerson, the defend­
ing conference champ, in a three- 
set battle, 2-6, 6-4, 6-3, Kenny 
extended his unbeaten string to 
eight straight.
His hustling, challenging style 
of play is not the only key to 
his success however. As with 
most top players, Kenny pos­
sesses an uncanny sense of an­
ticipation. enabling him to posi­
tion himself even before the ball 
is stroked back.
The former Menasha star ad­
mits that “making my oppon­
ents play my type of game is 
very important. If I can play 
the net and keep him in his 
backcourt, I have a definite ad­
vantage.”
LAST Saturday, May 7, the Vik­
ings dropped two dual meets, 
losing 6-1 to Cornell in the morn­
ing and 4-3 to Grinnell in the 
afternoon. Against Cornell the 
netters played minus Kenny, who 
was on a geology field trip, and 
number two man Bletzinger, who 
was taking medical board exams.
Coach Roberts credited Beldo, 
who moved up to first man from 
his number three slot, with a 
great effort in downing Cornell's 
ace, Ted Heads.
Although Cornell made a clean 
sweep of the remaining singles 
and the doubles, most of the
matches were close, and with 
everyone playing two notches 
above their normal positions, 
Roberts expressed satisfaction 
at the overall level of play.
Beldo has shown improvement 
recently and should provide need­
ed depth in the conference meet.
Kenny was again absent 
against Grinnell as the Vikings 
were edged in a tight match. 
Krohn picked up the only sin­
gles win for Lawrence, but both 
doubles teams were victorious. 
Bletzinger and Krohn topped 
their opponents in straight sets 
and Beldo and Klitzke eeked out 
an 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 decision. The next 
meet for the Vikes is Tuesday, 
May 17, at Lakeland.
WRA to Sponsor 
Track, Field Day
WRA sponsored an interclass 
softball game on Saturday, May
7. Only the sophomore and senior 
classes were represented; the 
sophomores beating the seniors 
22-21 in overtime.
Today an inter-sorority track 
and field day will be held, which 
will be the final event in which 
points can be made for the s<iror- 
ity supremacy cup,
WRA will complete this year 
with their annual banquet on 
Wednesday, May 18. The guest 
speaker will be Maxine VanEven- 
lwven, director of women and 
girls at the YMCA.
YOUR FRIENDLY DRUGGIST . . .
204 E. College Avenue
FIVE STAR EMPLOYMENT
for
STUDENTS
If  Highest Wages
if  Expense paid two week trip to Rio
if  Win one of fifteen $1000 scholarships
if  Interesting, stimulating work
if  These positions will be available every 
summer, plus college students will be 
able to continue on a part-time basis 
during the school year.
call: MR. LAWSON
Green Bay 435-9500
Monday thru Friday: 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to Noon
CONTROL DATA INSTITUTE
Where success creates opportunity
CONTROL DATA
C O R P O R A T I O N
Train for a career as a
Computer Programmer 
Technician
Control Data Offers Young Men and Women These Advantages
* Twenty week course * Free programming aptitude testing
* Three complete computer labs on premises for student training
* G. I. Bill approved * Part-time jobs * Tuition loans
* New class begins June 20 
(Control Data Institute also offers courses in computer electronics and 
electromechanical drafting.)
Control Data Institute
Dept C-ll, 3255 Hennepin Ave. 
Minneapolis, Minn 55408
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Programmer Technician course
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Vike Sluggers Lose to Oles, 
Pitcher Olsen Sparks Game
THE V IK IN G  N IN E dropped a double-header to St. 
Olaf last Saturday by scores of 3-0 and 7-6. The games 
were marked by a lack of offensive attack and several de­
fensive lapses.
THE pitching of Chris Olsen 
highlighted the first game. He 
went the route while scattering 
eight hits to the Oles, and the three 
runs scored against him were 
all unearned. St. Olaf scored their 
runs in the second inning and the 
Vikes never could get a rally go­
ing as they managed only four 
hits in the game. Hitting honors 
went to Dennis Kirchoff with two 
hits 'and to Chris Isley and Dick 
Smith with one hit apiece.
The Lawrence offensive attack 
Improved in the second game as 
they exploded for six runs in the 
second inning. Steve Bernsten
Phis Beat Betas, 
Hold First Spot
In the latest round of inter-fra­
ternity softball, the Phi Delts de­
feated the Betas 7-5, to win their 
sixth straight game and maintain 
their hold on first place. Mike 
Andrews pitched well in his first 
outing of the year, keeping the 
big Beta bats nearly silent for 
six innings. A four-run Beta rally 
in the seventh fell short when 
Chris Anderson made a spectac­
ular catch of a drive to right by 
Dick Witte with two out and a 
man on third.
In other action, the Delts rolled 
over the Taus 16-2 behind Dave 
Roozen's one hitter, which was 
marred by six straight errors in 
the first inning.
In one of the rare games that 
have not been hampered by the 
weather, the Fijis downed the 
Taus 7-1.
The standings:
Phi Delts........... 6 0
Delts ..................  4 2
Betas ................. 3 3
Fijis ..................  2 2
Sig Eps ............ 2 4
Taus ..................  0 6
and Gory Hietpas opened the in­
ning with Walks. Both scored on 
a double by Dick Briden to left- 
center.
Ken Luckhardt reached first on 
an error by the shortstop, and 
Briden went to third. Both men 
scored when Chip Taggart hit a 
grounder to the opposing first 
baseman who threw the ball into 
left field.
Taggart and Kirchoff scored on 
errors to bring the Vike total to 
six. St. Olaf then chipped away 
at th> Lawrence lead by scoring 
three runs in the second inning, 
two runs in the third and tied the 
score by scoring one run in the 
fourth.
WITH THE SCORE tied 6-6, the 
game went into extra innings. 
I^awrence was unable to score 
any more runs after the second 
inning, and St. Olaf finally broke 
the tie by pushing across a run 
in the ninth inning. Bernsten went 
all the way as he took the loss.
The double defeat ran the Vikes 
conference record to one win and 
five losses and the team’s season 
record to 3-6. After nine games, 
Bernsten leads the team in hit­
ting with a .357 mark. He is fol­
lowed by Briden, hiting .310 and 
Isely <it .281. Alsen has an ERA 
of 3.22 and Bernsten is at 4.90 ..
This Saturday the Vikes host 
Beloit in a double-header. These 
are the last conference games for 
both teams. The school bus will 
provide transportation to and 
from the games.
first place in the high 
Cornell, 74-57 and
LAW RENCE TRACKSTER Chuck McKee vaults to another 
jump. McKee won this event for the Vikes in their victories over 
Carroll, 86-50.
Trackmen Defeat Cornell, 
Valley Club Slips By Frosh
DEFEATING CORNELL 74 to 57 and overpowering Carroll 86 to 50, the Viking 
trackmen finished their dual schedule with a record of 4 wins and one loss. With only one 
week left before the conference meet, the Vikings travel to Oshkosh today to meet in 
a triangular with Marquette and
SPEAKERS COMMITTEE
There will be a meeting of 
the Student Senate Speakers 
committee at 7:15 p.m. on 
Wednesday, May 18, in the 
Kiverview lounge. Anyone in­
terested in being on this com­
mittee should attend.
Oshkosh.
LAST Saturday’s meet with 
Cornell was marked by Chuck 
McKee’s capture of 5 firsts: the 
broad jump, the high and low 
hurdles, the high jump and the 
100 yard dash. Double winners 
for Lawrence were Larry Wilson 
and Chuck Porter. Porter won 
the quarter mile and the 220 yard 
dash while Wilson took the pole 
vault and javelin.
The two-mile run was won by 
Steve Sedgwick and the discus 
by Ken Gatzke. Lawrence’s best 
showing came in the pole vault 
where Larry Wilson. Kurt Euller, 
and Ken Koskelin finished 1-2-3. 
The winning height was 11 feet.
In last Tuesday’s meet with 
Carroll, the Viking’s overcame 
a loose track, freezing weather, 
and two bad falls to win. The
FREE
Summer Storage 
Service
Store Your Entire Winter Wardrobe 
We’ll Deliver Box and Pick-up at Your Convenience
Everything put on hangers— fully dry-cleaned, mothproofed, mildew
proofed, insured!
We’ll Deliver When You Want It in the Fall!
Call our attention to all repairs and alterations for ready wear come fall.
PEERLESS-UNEEDA
Launderers and Dry Cleaners
307 EAST CO LLEG E (Holf Block off Campus) Phone 3-4428
bad falls occurred when Kim 
Dammers tried to pass a Carroll 
runner in the two-mile, he fell 
and took Steve Sedgwick down 
with him, both runners regained 
their feet and went on to place 
second and third.
CHUCK McKEE was outstand­
ing, as he has been all year, cap­
turing four firsts, a second and 
anchoring a winning 440 relay 
team. By winning the quarter 
mile and 220 yard dash, Chuck 
Porter was the Viking’s only dou­
ble winner. Gene Paulus captured 
the hundred yard dash in a time 
of 10.5, his best of the season.
Capturing first in the javelin 
was Pete House with a throw 
of 164 feet, his best ever. Co-cap- 
tain Larry Wilson garnered 12 
points on four second places to 
become the Viking’s second high­
est point man.
This Saturday’s meet with 
Oshkosh and Marquette will be 
the toughest of the year for the 
Vikes and should leave them in 
excellent shape for the confer­
ence meet on May 20-21 at Grin- 
nell.
CONCURRENT with the Cor­
nell meet, the Lawrence frosh 
met the Fox Valley track club. 
The final score was Lawrence 61 
and Fox Valley 70. The meet was 
highlighted by the breaking of 
two frosh records. Ron Messman 
won the quarter mile in the rec­
ord time of 50.5 seconds, break­
ing the old record set in 1937 of 
52.2. The mile relay team of Dick 
Miller, Pete Schendel, Mark 
Leonas and Ron Messman won 
in a time of 3:31.8, breaking the 
old record of 3:33.4.
Freshmen winning first places 
in the meet were Rick Miller in 
the 100 yard dash with a time of 
10.4, Carl Liebich the high hur­
dles in a time of 16.9, Messman
(C),
(C),
(C),
NEXT YEAR GAIN
Sales Experience 
and Income
as representative of a 
national specialties firm.
Send summer address to:
BRINTON ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 241 
Melrose Park, III.
the 220 in 22.4 and the broad 
jump by Mike Kissinger with a 
jump of 21’2H”.
Lawrence vs. Cornell
Mile—Newell (C), Blake 
Dammers (L) 4:34.9.
440—Porter (L), Jarom 
Abel (C) :51.2.
100—McKee (L), Kraig 
Johnson (C) : 10.3.
Highs—McKee (L), Hodges (C), 
Piehl (L) : 15.6.
Shot put—Gatzke (L), Biolo (L), 
Holmes (C) 42’9 V .
880-Jarom (C), Newell (C), 
Draeger (L) 1:59.1.
Javelin—Wilson (L), House 
(L), Agness (L) 157’1” .
220—Porter (L), Johnson (C), 
Owen (C) :22.6.
Pole vault—Wilson (L), Euller 
(L), Koskelin (L) 11’
Lows—McKee (L), Hodges (C), 
Piehl (L) :24.3.
Two-mile—Sedgwick (L), Har- 
bert (C), Newell (C) 10:16.
Discus—Holmes (C), Gatzke 
(L), Biolo (L) 133’63/4”.
High jump—McKee (L), All­
mart (C), Templeton (C) 5’8”.
Mile relay—Cornell 3:31.5.
Broad jump — McKee (L), 
Hodges (C), Owens (C) 21’4”.
Carroll vs. Lawrence
Pole vault—Larson (C), Wil­
son (L), Breeding (L) 12’.
High jump—McKee (L), Wilson 
(L), Gregor (L) 5’8”.
Broad jump—McKee (L), Wil­
son (L), Wisniewski (C) 21’6”.
Javelin—House (L), Wilson (L), 
Quasius (C) 164’7y4”.
Shot put—Blum (C), Ohm (C), 
Biolo (L) 44’%”.
Discus—Ohm (C), Blum (C), 
Gatzke (L) 136’2”.
440 relay—Lawrence :45.6.
Mile run—Reichert (C), Sedg­
wick (L), Dammers (L) 4:46.8.
440—Porter (L), Rauter (C)| 
Multereh (C) :53.2.
106—Paulus (L), McKee (L), 
Roberts (L) 10.5.
Highs—McKee (L), Sevenz (C) 
Piehl (L) 15.8.
880—Reichert (C), Draeger (L), 
Kreiner (C) 2:03.7.
220—Porter (L), Roberts 
3-way tie (C) 22.7.
Lows—McKee (L), Sevenz 
Piehl (L) 60.5.
Two-mile run—Reichert 
Dammers (L), Sedgwick 
10:23.8.
Mile relay—Carroll, disquali­
fied.
(L),
(C),
(C),
(L)
